




Impacts at the Epicenter



Impacts at the Epicenter

20% of DSNY 

workforce out due 

to COVID last 

spring

1,400 confirmed 

cases as of Feb. 1, 

2021





Still Reeling From National Sword



Still Reeling From National Sword

In first quarter of 2020…

-US average OCC price was 

around $40 per ton

-US average mixed paper 

price was in negative territory

-Natural HDPE was around 

37 cents per pound



Still Reeling From National Sword

Tensions in the market:

-MRFs aggressively 

renegotiating contracts

-Cities scaling back collection

-Plastic pollution concerns

-Domestic paper mills see 

opportunity





Real-Time Adjustments at MRFs

Figuring out…

Social distancing

Risk of virus on material

Worker scheduling

"The one thing I did know was

we weren't going to close."



Municipalities Respond

-Some programs suspended but 

mostly just for short periods. Pilot 

initiatives canceled

-Social distancing plans for those 

engaged on collection

-Rethinking how to engage on 

outreach

-Work-from-home future for some 

staffers



Sudden shift in source of generation

Residential: Up around 

15% by weight

Commercial: Down 

around 20%

Contamination issues

"Zoom town" effects



Case study from Cambridge, Mass. 

-Coordinated contamination campaign 

in 2019, after MRF issued new pricing

-Contamination rate decreases from 

11% to 4%

-Continued success through 2020

"It has continued to pay dividends even 

a year after we stopped doing it."



Commodities pricing



Commodities pricing (fiber)

-In March/April 2020, 

recovered paper collection 

down over 30%

-DS Smith: Demand for e-

commerce products up 44% 

year-over-year

-OCC at $107 per ton in 

mid-May 2020 (up from $45 

in March)



Commodities pricing (fiber)



Commodities pricing (fiber)

-Around 20 announced mill 

projects completed or in 

development

-Fiber packaging demand 

projected to grow over 3% in 

2021; P&W paper demand down

-The recycled pulp trend

Market predictability: 

"The foundation of a really 

well-functioning program."



Commodities pricing (plastics)

Recycled plastic targets

Unilever: 25% by 2025 

(currently at 5%)

Coca-Cola: 25% by 2025

(currently at 10%)

Nestle: 30% by 2025

(currently at 2%)

Recycled HDPE pricing 

has soared



Commodities pricing (plastics)

Factors complicating PET

-Deposit system shutdowns

-Carpet sales decrease

-Cheap virgin material

"The rPET demand is coming."



Commodities pricing (plastics)



Recycling revenues in 2020

Waste Management: 

Up 8% year over year

Republic: Up 8% YoY

Casella Waste Systems: 

Up 17% YoY 

Blended value in Ontario:

Up 25% (fourth quarter)



Society's relationship with waste



Society's relationship with waste

-Less rush means more 

"conscientious" residents?

-Opportunity to connect 

recycling and 

manufacturing

-Break Free From Plastic 

and other legislative 

proposals 

-Harder than ever to pull 

back on services



Budget crunch in future?



Waste and social justice



Waste and social justice

-Commitments and reporting 

from large stakeholders

-New programs from 

The Recycling Partnership, 

NERC and others

-Environmental justice bills

-Equity in planning and 

connections to "zero waste"



Waste and social justice

“The recycling industry is no 

different than corporate 

America. It is just a smaller 

subset, so it is not in the 

spotlight and is not being 

held accountable.”

-Melissa Craig, Unilever



An altered landscape

-Stronger, more stable 

markets

-Better economics at 

foundation of local programs

-Uncertainty/opportunity in 

how waste and recycling 

touches bigger issues 

(plastics, race, sustainable 

development, etc.)
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Stay in touch!

Dan Leif, Managing Editor, Resource Recycling

dan@resource-recycling.com

@dcleif on Twitter

Sign up for free weekly e-news: resource-recycling.com/e-subscribe

mailto:dan@resource-recycling.com



